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The Night Watch Oct 09 2020 When Patrick Modiano was awarded the 2014 Nobel Prize for
LIterature he was praised for using the 'art of memory' to bring to life the Occupation of Paris during
the Second World War. The Night Watch is his second novel and tells the story of a young man of
limited means, caught between his work for the French Gestapo informing on the Resistance, and his
work for a Resistance cell informing on the police and the black market dealers whose seedy milieu of
nightclubs, prostitutes and spivs he shares. Under pressure from both sides to inform and bring things
to a crisis, he finds himself driven towards an act of self-sacrifice as the only way to escape an
impossible situation and the question that haunts him - how to be a traitor without being a traitor. In
this astonishing, cruel and tender book, Modiano attempts to exorcise the past by leading his
characters out on a fantasmagoric patrol during one fatal night of the Occupation.
The Black Notebook May 04 2020 A writer discovers a set of notes in his notebook and sets off on a
journey through the Paris of his past, in search of the woman he loved forty years previously. Set in
the Montparnasse district of Paris, the author, Jean, retraces his nocturnal footsteps around the left
bank during France's period of decolonisation during the 1960's. He tries to remember what brought
him into contact with a gang that frequented the hotel Unic in the area. His quest through seedy cafés
and cheap hotels becomes an enquiry into a woman, Dannie, whom Jean loved and who once tried to
admit to a terrible crime. Over the course of several voyages between past and present, we meet
various shady characters, and discover that Dannie may have killed "someone". As his memories
overlap with the discovery of an old vice squad dossier, Jean reinvestigates the closed case of a crime
where he could well be the last remaining witness. Translated from the French by Mark Polizzotti
Sundays in August Dec 23 2021 Set in Nice - a departure from the author's more familiar Paris - this
novel evokes the bright sun and dark shadow of the Riviera. Modiano's trademark ability to create a
haunting atmosphere is here on full display: readers descend precipitously into a world of mystery,
uneasiness, inevitability
Yale French Studies, Number 133 Feb 10 2021 Number 133 in Yale French Studies takes a new look
at the themes in Nobel laureate Patrick Modiano's work This volume of Yale French Studies offers
new perspectives on the work of the 2014 Nobel laureate in literature, Patrick Modiano. Including
critical reassessments of themes that have informed, indeed haunted, Modiano's fiction from the
outset, this collection of essays places the writer in a variety of new contexts. Topics include
explorations of literary and cinematic traditions such as surrealism and film noir, situating

Modiano's work among other literatures, the author's fascination with the dark years of the German
Occupation, and his troubled relations with his parents.
The Search Warrant Jun 16 2021 A young Jewish girl ran away from a Paris convent in 1941 at the
height of Nazi repression. The author discovers in official documents and through remaining family
members, some of the facts relating to this infinitely sad and true story.
Pedigree Jan 24 2022 J'écris ces pages comme on rédige un constat ou un curriculum vitae, à titre
documentaire et sans doute pour en finir avec une vie qui n'était pas la mienne. Les événements que
j'évoquerai jusqu'à ma vingt et unième année, je les ai vécus en transparence - ce procédé qui
consiste à faire défiler en arrière-plan des paysages, alors que les acteurs restent immobiles sur un
plateau de studio. Je voudrais traduire cette impression que beaucoup d'autres ont ressentie avant
moi : tout défilait en transparence et je ne pouvais pas encore vivre ma vie. P. M.
Patrick Modiano May 16 2021 De La Place de l'étoile et Ronde de nuit à Rue des boutiques obscures,
Fleurs de ruine et Dora Bruder, Patrick Modiano ne cesse d'élaborer une des très puissantes oeuvres
romanesques de notre modernité. Centré sur les grandes questions de l'identité et de l'exil, des
tensions de notre créativité et de nos pulsions (auto)destructrices, de la quête d'un sens qui se dérobe
et nous pousse à (nous) fuir au coeur même de notre poursuite, le roman de Modiano génère et
multiplie à la fois oppositions et désirs, apories et possibilités cathartiques, fascinations mortifères et
dynamismes revitalisants. Si le principe d'une conceptualisation binaire se manifeste partout, il n'en
est pas moins vrai que ce même principe est doublé d'une polysémie, d'une plurivocité qui accorde à
l'oeuvre de Modiano une souplesse et une ouverture à bien des égards postmodernes. Les ambiguïtés
qui en découlent ne sont aucunement gratuites, mais s'offrent authentiquement et discrètement
oeuvrantes, ludiques et ironiques certes, mais vécues et creusées avec l'intensité paradoxale de tout ce
qui reste innommable dans l'acte et le lieu obsessionnel de l'écriture. L'étude d'Alan Morris, concise
et élégante, et que caractérisent une clarté exemplaire et une très fine pénétration analytique, donne à
l'oeuvre de Patrick Modiano un geste critique manifestement à la hauteur de celle-ci.
After the Circus Jan 12 2021 One of the hallmarks of French author Patrick Modiano’s writing is a
singular ability to revisit particular motifs and episodes, infusing each telling with new detail and
emotional nuance. In this evocative novel the internationally acclaimed author takes up one of his
most compelling themes: a love affair with a woman who disappears, and a narrator grappling with
the mystery of a relationship stopped short. Set in mid-sixties Paris, After the Circus traces the
relationship between the narrator, a young man not quite of legal age, and the slightly older,
enigmatic woman he first glimpses at a police interrogation. The two lovers make their uncertain way
into each other’s hearts, but the narrator soon finds himself in the unsettling, ominous presence of
others. Who are these people? Are they real, or simply evoked? Part romance, part detective story, this
mesmerizing book fully demonstrates Modiano’s signature use of atmosphere and suggestion as he
investigates the perils and the exhilaration of young love.
Dora Bruder Mar 02 2020 Patrick Modiano opens Dora Bruder by telling how in 1988 he stumbled
across an ad in the personal columns of the New Year's Eve 1941 edition of Paris Soir. Placed by the
parents of a 15-year-old Jewish girl, Dora Bruder, who had run away from her Catholic boarding
school, the ad sets Modiano off on a quest to find out everything he can about Dora and why, at the
height of German reprisals, she ran away on a bitterly cold day from the people hiding her. He finds
only one other official mention of her name on a list of Jews deported from Paris to Auschwitz in
September 1942. With no knowledge of Dora Bruder aside from these two records, Modiano
continues to dig for fragments from Dora's past. What little he discovers in official records and
through remaining family members, becomes a meditation on the immense losses of the peroid—lost
people, lost stories, and lost history. Modiano delivers a moving account of the ten-year investigation

that took him back to the sights and sounds of Paris under the Nazi Occupation and the paranoia of
the Pétain regime as he tries to find connections to Dora. In his efforts to exhume her from the past,
Modiano realizes that he must come to terms with the specters of his own troubled adolescence. The
result, a montage of creative and historical material, is Modiano's personal rumination on loss, both
memoir and memorial.
A Trace of Malice Aug 26 2019
Out of the Dark Sep 07 2020 A young Frenchman's romance with a woman who lives off men. After
stealing some money from a dentist, they go to London where she sleeps with various characters while
he writes his first novel. One day she disappears for fifteen years. A study in character.
Sleep of Memory Oct 21 2021 The newest best-seller by Patrick Modiano is a beautiful tapestry that
brings together memory, esoteric encounters, and fragmented sensations Patrick Modiano's first
novel since his 2014 Nobel Prize revisits moments of the author's past to produce a spare yet moving
reflection on the destructive underside of love, the dreams and follies of youth, the vagaries of
memory, and the melancholy of loss. Writing from the perspective of an older man, the narrator
relives a key period in his life through his relationships with several enigmatic women--Geneviève,
Martine, Madeleine, a certain Madame Huberson--in the process unearthing his troubled
relationship with his parents, his unorthodox childhood, and the unsettled years of his youth that
helped form the celebrated writer he would become. This is classic Modiano, utilizing his signature
mix of autobiography and invention to create his most intriguing and intimate book yet.
Missing Person Aug 19 2021 One man hunts obsessively for his lost identity, in this intoxicating noir
masterpiece from the winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature 'Modiano is a pure original' Adam
Thirlwell 'I am nothing. Nothing but a pale shape, silhouetted that evening against the café terrace,
waiting for the rain to stop' Guy Roland, a private detective in Paris, is trying to solve the mystery of
his own past. His memories erased by amnesia, he has no idea where he is from, or even his real
name. As he searches for clues through the city's shadowy streets and smoky bars, latching on to
strangers, accumulating mementoes, photographs, scraps and stories, he starts to piece together the
events that brought him here, all leading back to the murky days of wartime occupation.
Patrick Modiano Jun 28 2022 While his preoccupation with the period of the Occupation remains a
permanent theme, Patrick Modiano is increasingly interested in the exploration of time and memory,
and the attendant problem of reconstituting the past. This volume explores all these features. It casts
new light on Modiano's earliest novels, examines afresh his more recent work including his stories
for children, situates it in the context of contemporary writing and unravels the intricacies and
subtleties of his style. It underlines Modiano's position as one of France's major writers of the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries and will be of interest to all who are interested in the modern
French novel and the complex interactions between fiction and history.CONTENTSJohn FLOWER :
Introduction Colin NETTELBECK : Jardinage dans les ruines : Modiano et l'espace litteraire
francais contemporainAlan MORRIS : And the `Bande? played on: An intertext for Patrick
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Fade-Out: Patterns of inconclusion in Modian's novelsJean-Marc LECAUDE : Patrick Modiano : Le
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A Self-Conscious Art Jul 26 2019 A Self-Conscious Art is the first full-length study in English to
attempt to deal with the formal complexities of Modiano’s work, by reading ‘against the grain’ of his
self-professed ingenuousness. A detailed examination of his narratives shows the deeply postmodern
nature of his writing. Parodying precursors such as Proust or the nouveau romanciers, his narratives
are built around a profound lack of faith in the ability of writing to retrieve the past through memory,
and this failure is acknowledged in the discreet playfulness that characterises his novels. This book is
a timely introduction to the work of one of the most successful modern French novelists.
Little Jewel Jul 06 2020 A mesmerizing novel by Nobel Laureate Patrick Modiano, now superbly
translated for English-language readers For long standing admirers of Modiano's luminous writing
as well as those readers encountering his work for the first time, Little Jewel will be an exciting
discovery. Uniquely told by a young female narrator, Little Jewel is the story of a young woman adrift
in Paris, imprisoned in an imperfectly remembered past. The city itself is a major character in
Modiano's work, and timeless moral ambiguities of the post-Occupation years remain hauntingly
unresolved. One day in the corridors of the metro, nineteen-year-old Thérèse glimpses a woman in a
yellow coat. Could this be the mother who long ago abandoned her? Is she still alive? Desperate for
answers to questions that have tormented her since childhood, Thérèse pursues the mysterious figure
on a quest through the streets of Paris. In classic Modiano style, this book explores the elusive nature
of memory, the unyielding power of the past, and the deep human need for identity and connection.
Rewriting the Past Dec 31 2019 Patrick Modiano (1945-) has published seventeen novels over the
past twenty-seven years and is considered one of France's foremost writers. His first three works,
dealing principally with the German occupation of France during World War II, are generally
considered to have led to a reconsideration of the Gaullist myth which endured for twenty-five years
after the war. Along with Marcel Ophuls's film, The Sorrow and the Pity, Modiano's novels opened
French eyes to the more ambiguous role played during the occupation by the average French citizen.
His subsequent novels have continued to probe the relationship between history, memory and fiction.
This study will be of interest to readers of French fiction and history as it looks at their relation-ship
to memory and shows that the three are inextricably linked in a way that enriches our understanding
of our past, whether it be collective or personal. Modiano, while seemingly obsessed with his own
past, in fact indicates an opening toward the future by attempting to put the past to rest in his fiction.
In the Café of Lost Youth Oct 01 2022 Four narrators, a student from a café, a private detective hired
by an aggrieved husband, the heroine herself and one of her lovers, construct a portrait of Jacqueline
Delanque, otherwise known as Louki. The daughter of a single mother who works in the Moulin
Rouge, Louki grows up in poverty in Montmartre. Her one attempt to escape her background fails
when she is rejected from the Lycée Jules-Ferry. She meanders on through life, into a cocaine habit,
and begins frequenting the Café Condé, whose regulars call her "Louki". She drifts into marriage
with a real estate agency director, but finds no satisfaction with him or his friends and so makes the
simple decision not to return to him one evening. She turns instead to a young man almost as aimless
and adrift as she, but who perhaps loves her all the same. Ever-present through this story is the city of
Paris, almost another character in her own right. This is the Paris of 'no-man's-lands', of lonely
journeys on the last metro, or nocturnal walks along empty boulevards; of cafés where the lost youth
wander in, searching for meaning, and the older generation sift through their memories of their own
long-gone adolescence. Translated from the French by Euan Cameron

Patrick Modiano Apr 14 2021 The most up-to-date and comprehensive critical study of Nobel Prize
winning author Patrick Modiano.
Pedigree Aug 07 2020 Nobel laureate Patrick Modiano has said that his many fictions are all
variations of the same story. Pedigree, his memoir, is the theme. In this rare glimpse into the life of
Nobel laureate Patrick Modiano, the author takes up his pen to tell his personal story. He addresses
his early years--shadowy times in postwar Paris that haunt his memory and have inspired his worldcherished body of fiction. In the spare, absorbing, and sometimes dreamlike prose that translator
Mark Polizzotti captures unerringly, Modiano offers a memoir of his first twenty-one years. Termed
one of his "finest books" by the Guardian, Pedigree is both a personal exploration and a luminous
portrait of a world gone by. Pedigree sheds light on the childhood and adolescence that Modiano
explores in Suspended Sentences, Dora Bruder, and other novels. In this work he re-creates the
louche, unstable, colorful world of his parents under the German Occupation; his childhood in a
household of circus performers and gangsters; and his formative friendship with the writer Raymond
Queneau. While acknowledging that memory is never assured, Modiano recalls with painful clarity
the most haunting moments of his early life, such as the death of his ten-year-old brother. Pedigree,
Modiano's only memoir, is a gift to his readers and a master key to the themes that have inspired his
writing life.
Paris Nocturne Jul 30 2022 Both mysterious and philosophical, 'Paris Nocturne; is a haunting
meditation on the power of memory
The Facts on File Companion to the French Novel Jan 30 2020 French novels such as "Madame
Bovary" and "The Stranger" are staples of high school and college literature courses. This work
provides coverage of the French novel since its origins in the 16th century, with an emphasis on
novels most commonly studied in high school and college courses in world literature and in French
culture and civilization.
Photofictions Apr 02 2020 Débrouiller l'écheveau complexe de la mémoire et des images, et
singulièrement de la photographie, dans le texte autobiographique contemporain telle est la tâche que
s'est donnée l'auteur du présent...
A Riffaterrean Reading of Patrick Modiano's La Place de L'étoile Sep 19 2021
Suspended Sentences Aug 31 2022 Presents three short novels which explore the influence of the
past, the complexities of human relationships, and the mysterious power of Paris over its residents
and visitors.
Catherine Certitude Nov 09 2020 Watching her daughter attempt some jazz steps in her ballet school
on a snowy afternoon in New York reminds Catherine of her own childhood in Paris, where she and
her rather mysterious father lived happily together.
After the Circus Oct 28 2019 A classic novel from recent Nobel Prize winner Patrick Modiano, now
available to English-language readers in a superb new translation One of the hallmarks of French
author Patrick Modiano's writing is a singular ability to revisit particular motifs and episodes,
infusing each telling with new detail and emotional nuance. In this evocative novel the internationally
acclaimed author takes up one of his most compelling themes: a love affair with a woman who
disappears, and a narrator grappling with the mystery of a relationship stopped short. Set in midsixties Paris, After the Circus traces the relationship between the narrator, a young man not quite of
legal age, and the slightly older, enigmatic woman he first glimpses at a police interrogation. The two
lovers make their uncertain way into each other's hearts, but the narrator soon finds himself in the
unsettling, ominous presence of others. Who are these people? Are they real, or simply evoked? Part
romance, part detective story, this mesmerizing book fully demonstrates Modiano's signature use of
atmosphere and suggestion as he investigates the perils and the exhilaration of young love.

So You Don't Get Lost in the Neighbourhood Jun 04 2020 Jean Daragane, writer and recluse, has
purposely built a life of seclusion away from the Parisian bustle. He doesn't see many people, he
rarely goes out: he spends his life in a solitary world of his own making. His peace is shattered
however, one hot September afternoon, by a threatening phone call from a complete stranger, who
claims to have found Daragane's old phone book and wants to question him about a particular name
it contains. But when Daragane agrees to meet the mysterious Gilles Ottolini, he realises that - try as
he might - he cannot place the name "Guy Torstel" at all. Yet Ottolini is desperate for any
information on this man... Finding himself suddenly entangled in the lives of Ottolini and his
beautiful, but fragile young associate, Daragane is drawn into the mystery of a decades-old murder
that will drag him out of his lonely apartment and force him to confront the memory of a longsuppressed personal trauma. Imbued with nostalgia, subtlety, and its own unique poetry, this darkly
mysterious novel weaves a spell that provokes as much as it entrances.
Such Fine Boys Jun 24 2019 Nobel laureate Patrick Modiano’s spellbinding tale of adolescent
schoolmates and the vicissitudes of fate As a boarding school student in the early 1960s, Patrick
Modiano lived among the troubled teenage sons of wealthy but self-involved parents. In this
mesmerizing novel, Modiano weaves together a series of exquisitely crafted stories about such
jettisoned boys at the exclusive Valvert School on the outskirts of Paris: abandoned children of
privilege, left to create new family ties among themselves. Misfits and heroes, sports champions and
good-hearted chums, the boys of Valvert misbehave, run away, get expelled, and engage in various
forms of delinquency and disappearance. They emerge into adulthood tragically damaged, still
tethered to their adolescent selves, powerless to escape the central loneliness of their lives in an everdarkening spiral of self-delusion and grim consequence. A meditation on nostalgia, the pitfalls of
privilege, and the vicissitudes of fate, this book fully demonstrates the powerful mix of sadness,
mystery, wonder, and ominous danger that characterizes Modiano’s most rewarding fiction. Special
feature: J. M. G. Le Clézio’s foreword, here in English for the first time, provides a rare and
insightful appreciation of one Nobel laureate by another.
Family Record Sep 27 2019 An enthralling reflection on the ways that family history influences
identity, from the 2014 Nobel laureate for literature A mix of autobiography and lucid invention, this
highly personal work offers a deeply affecting exploration of the meaning of identity and pedigree.
With his signature blend of candor, mystery, and bewitching elusiveness, Patrick Modiano weaves
together a series of interlocking stories from his family history: his parents' courtship in occupied
Paris; a sinister hunting trip with his father; a chance friendship with the deposed King Farouk; a
wistful affair with the daughter of a nightclub singer; and the author's life as a new parent.
Modiano's riveting vignettes, filled with a coterie of dubious characters--Nazi informants,
collaborationist refugees, and black-market hustlers--capture the drama that consumed Paris during
World War II and its aftermath. Written in tones ranging from tender nostalgia to the blunt cruelty of
youth, this is a personal and revealing book that brings the enduring significance of a complicated
past to life.
Young Once Apr 26 2022 An NYRB Classics Original Winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature Young
Once is a crucial book in the career of Nobel laureate Patrick Modiano. It was his breakthrough
novel, in which he stripped away the difficulties of his earlier work and found a clear, mysteriously
moving voice for his haunting stories of love, nostalgia, and grief. It has also been called “the most
gripping Modiano book of all” (Der Spiegel). Odile and Louis are leading a happy, bucolic life with
their two children in the French countryside near the Swiss mountains. It is Odile’s thirty-fifth
birthday, and Louis’s thirty-fifth birthday is a few weeks away. Then the story shifts back to their
early years: Louis, just freed from his military service and at loose ends, is taken up by a shady

character who brings him to Paris to do some work for a friend who manages a garage; Odile, an
aspiring singer, is at the mercy of the kindness and unkindness of strangers. In a Paris that is steeped
in crime and full of secrets, they find each other and struggle together to create what, looking back,
will have been their youth.
Allegorizings Nov 29 2019 'Almost nothing in life is only what it seems.' Soldier, journalist,
historian, author of forty books, Jan Morris led an extraordinary life, witnessing such seminal
moments as the first ascent of Everest, the Suez Canal Crisis, the Eichmann Trial, The Cuban
Revolution and so much more. Now, in Allegorizings, published posthumously as was her wish,
Morris looks back over some of the key moments of her life, and sees a multitude of meanings. From
her final travels to the USA and across Europe to late journeys on her beloved trains and ships, from
the deaths of her old friends Hilary and Tenzig to the enduring relationships in her own life, from
reflections on identity and nations to the importance of good marmalade, it bears testimony to her
uniquely kind and inquisitive take on the world.
Invisible Ink Nov 02 2022 Patrick Modiano explores the boundaries of recollection in a
"mesmerizing, enigmatic novel" (Publishers Weekly) "Nobel Prize winner Modiano's title smartly
ties together the theme, plot, and ambience of his latest book . . . The past overlaps and memories halfemerge in classic Modiano fashion, just as a message in invisible ink tentatively reveals itself in the
right light."--Library Journal "An enchanting read."--Ploughshares The latest work from Nobel
laureate Patrick Modiano, Invisible Ink is a spellbinding tale of memory and its illusions. Private
detective Jean Eyben receives an assignment to locate a missing woman, the mysterious Noëlle
Lefebvre. While the case proves fruitless, the clues Jean discovers along the way continue to haunt
him. Three decades later, he resumes the investigation for himself, revisiting old sites and tracking
down witnesses, compelled by reasons he can't explain to follow the cold trail and discover the
shocking truth once and for all. A number one best seller in France, hailed by critics as
"breathtakingly beautiful" (Les Inrockuptibles) and "refined and dazzling" (Le Journal du
Dimanche), Invisible Ink is Modiano's most thrilling and revelatory work to date.
Villa Triste Nov 21 2021 This novel by Nobel Prize–winning author Patrick Modiano is one of the
most seductive and accessible in his oeuvre: the story of a man’s memories of fleeing responsibility,
finding love, and searching for meaning in an uncertain world The narrator of Villa Triste, an
anxious, roving, stateless young man of eighteen, arrives in a small French lakeside town near
Switzerland in the early 1960s. He is fleeing the atmosphere of menace he feels around him and the
fear that grips him. Fear of war? Of imminent catastrophe? Of others? Whatever it may be, the
proximity of Switzerland, to which he plans to run at the first sign of danger, gives him temporary
reassurance. The young man hides among the other summer visitors until he meets a beautiful young
actress named Yvonne Jacquet, and a strange doctor, René Meinthe. These two invite him into their
world of soirees and late-night debauchery. But when real life beckons once again, he finds no
sympathy from his new companions. Modiano has written a haunting novel that captures lost youth,
the search for identity, and ultimately, the fleetingness of time.
A Self-conscious Art Feb 22 2022 'A Self-Conscious Art' deals with the formal complexities of
Modiano's work, by reading 'against the grain' of his self-professed ingenuousness. A detailed
examination of his narratives shows the deeply postmodern nature of his writing. Parodying
precursors such as Proust or the nouveau romanciers, his narratives are built around a profound lack
of faith in the ability of writing to retrieve the past through memory, and this failure is acknowledged
in the discreet playfulness that characterises his novels.
28 Paradises Dec 11 2020 Published in English for the first time, 28 Paradises is the marriage of
prose and painting by Nobel-prize winning author Patrick Modiano and his partner, the illustrator

Dominique Zehrfuss. 28 Paradises is a rare book: it reveals not only the individual talents of the
authors, Modiano and Zehrfuss, but also the depth of the couple’s creative union. Sensitively
translated into English for the first time by Damion Searls, 28 Paradises captures the exquisite
sadness of waking from a beautiful dream. There are twenty-eight dreams in this book, or perhaps
one dream in twenty-eight parts—visions of paradise imagined by Zehrfuss during a time of deep
sadness. Captured first in Zehrfuss’s brightly colored gouaches, each paradise was then refashioned
as a poem by Modiano. Zehrfuss’s paintings are Edens in miniature, and rather than describe them
outright, Modiano dreams himself into these reveries in quiet, understated verse. The reader enters
this shared realm in an experience less like paging through a book and more like slipping into a
shared world. These paradises are wishes for moments when a painting, or a poem, or a
lover—perhaps they are not so different—relieves the loneliness of being human. As Modiano writes
with a touch of wistfulness, “The Lilliputian painted her paradises / And I / Next to her / Wrote a
poem.” A pure example of ekphrastic writing—poetry inspired by paintings—this book shows how
writing and visual art can together create a unique emotional experience. First published by Editions
de l’Olivier/ Le Seuil in 2005
The Occupation Trilogy Jul 18 2021 Born in 1945, Patrick Modiano's brilliant, angry writings burst
onto the Parisian literary scene and caused a storm. His first, ferociously satirical novel, La Place de
l'Etoile, was remarkable in seriously questioning both Nazi collaboration in France and the myths of
the Gaullist era. The Night Watch tells the story of a man caught between his work for the French
Gestapo and for a Resistance cell. Ring Roads recounts a son's search for his Jewish father, who
disappeared ten years previously.
Patrick Modiano Mar 26 2022 "This is a revised and expanded version of A Self-Conscious Art:
Patrick Modiano's Postmodern Fictions by Akane Kawakami, published by Liverpool University
Press in 2000"--Title page verso.
Patrick Modiano Mar 14 2021 While his preoccupation with the period of the Occupation remains a
permanent theme, Patrick Modiano is increasingly interested in the exploration of time and memory,
and the attendant problem of reconstituting the past. This volume explores all these features. It casts
new light on Modiano’s earliest novels, examines afresh his more recent work including his stories
for children, situates it in the context of contemporary writing and unravels the intricacies and
subtleties of his style. It underlines Modiano’s position as one of France’s major writers of the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries and will be of interest to all who are interested in the modern
French novel and the complex interactions between fiction and history.
Honeymoon May 28 2022 Feeling overwhelmed by the emptiness in his life, a documentary movie
maker abandons his wife and career for a solitary existence in a Parisian suburb, where he develops
an obsessive longing for someone he met briefly twenty years earlier
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